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Submission
1.Manuscripts will be accepted for publishing as long as they are approved by the Editorial Board of Es-
trat Crític. This is made up of members of Estrat Jove who will use following criteria for publishing.

2. Estrat Jove - a student group of Archaeology from Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona- publishes Es-
trat Crític. This journal can accept those articles written by students who have not submitted their doc-
toral thesis yet.

3. Manuscripts may be submitted by e-mail to estrat.jove@gmail.com before 30 of September (of every
year).

4. The article must be original and unpublished.

5.The Editorial Board of Estrat Crític assesses those articles that contribute towards increasing our kno-
wledge about past societies. This knowledge should be achieved through a scientific methodology and
we particularly welcome work linked with Social Archaeology. 

6.Those articles that hint at any sort of fascism, xenophobia or patriarchy will not be accepted. 

7.Authors will be able to check their articles before publishing; they will receive a proof  that should be
corrected using the Editorial Board's advices. Once the journal is printed, each author will receive a
copy.

Manuscripts requirements
1. The article should be written in a Word format (extension *.doc), font name Times New Roman, font
size 12 and standard spacing. This text, including its bibliographic references, cannot be longer than 12
pages. Acknowledgements should appear before the notations, at the end of the text.

2. Authors can add tables and figures that they consider necessary as long as they can justify their use.
They should be attached next to the article and have their annotations next to them, as well as be saved
in a JPG format (extension *.jpg) with a minimum of 600 ppp. The author should list the tables and fi-
gures situation inside the paper; the Editorial Board will try to keep this list as much as possible.  

3. Articles can be written in Catalan, Galician, Spanish, English, German, French, Italian and Portu-
guese. Other languages can be considered by the Editorial Board in case of articles of special interest.

4.Two abstracts are required. One of them should be written in the same language as the paper is, and
the second one in Catalan. If the author cannot write in this language, the Editorial Board will add it.
When an article is written in Catalan, the author should write an English abstract. Finally, each abstract
should be accompanied by 4 key words.

5. Reviews cannot be longer than 4 pages. They should analyse those books published recently. The title
of a review should follow this outline:
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DETIENNE, M. (2007): Los griegos y nosotros. Antropología comparada de la Grecia antigua, Ma-
drid: Akal. 170 pp. [ISBN: 978-84-460-2463-7].

6. Personal information about the author or authors should be provided in an additional attachment. That
should contain the author's full name, affiliation (if any), e-mail and an address to send the journal and
the certificate to at the end of the process.

References
1. References should follow the Harvard System-APA. However, some modifications may be conside-
red.
• References in the text should not be done using footnotes, but the author's name and the published
year in parentheses.

One author: (García, 1995)
Two authors: (García y Rodríguez, 2005)
Three or more authors: (García et al., 1995)
Two or more references in a row: (García, 1995; Rodríguez, 1991a; Rodríguez, 1991b)
If the author wants to specify a page then: (García, 1995: 23) o (García, 1995: 23-28)
• When quoting, those sentences should appear in Italic letters and between quotation marks.

• Those words that do not belong to the same language as the rest of the article should appear in Italic
letters

• Any notations should appear at the end of the text.

2. A bibliography is required at the end of the article. All the references used should be listed in that sec-
tion. The author's surname should appear in capital letters and be listed alphabetically.
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lable should be indicated by (n.d.)-.
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información del manejo y tecnología (pp. 96-100). Medford, NJ: Información Docta.
Book lead by an editor: VYGOTSKY, S. Del L. (1991). Génesis de las funciones mentales   más altas.
En P. LIGHT, S. SHELDON (Eds.), Aprendiendo a pensar (pp. 32-41). Londres: Routledge.
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